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Abstract—This paper addresses design trade-offs for lowpower, low-cost embedded 3D graphics accelerators. More
in particular it focuses on a low-cost reciprocation hardware
algorithm suitable to be implemented in their datapath. The
algorithm exploits the limitations of the human visual system
that allows a reasonable amount of error to be introduced in
the computation process without inducing noticeable artifacts in the final computer-generated image. In the example
given in the paper, excerpted from the antialiasing datapath of an embedded QVGA graphics hardware accelerator,
for a 14-bit operand, the reciprocal implementation requires
an inexpensive operand prescaler, one 1k lookup table with
10-bit entries, and a 5-bit adder, for a maximum relative error of the result of only 1.5% over the entire range of the
operand. Hardware synthesis in a typical 0.18µm process
technology has indicated that the hardware implementation
requires only 1600 standard cells to achieve a latency of only
one clock cycle for a clock frequency of 250MHz.
Keywords—graphics architecture; embedded systems; reciprocal approximation; system-on-chip; hardware/software
co-simulation

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the advent of increasing powerful mobile platforms for computing and communications, 3D computer
graphics hardware acceleration seems to become the next
generation integration target in these devices. Consequently, there is much interest in the embedded systems
research community to provide low-power, cost-effective
real-time 3-D computer graphics capabilities. This means
that in contrast with mainstream graphics hardware accelerator implementations that provide datapath bit-exact
arithmetic at a high expense regarding cost and powerconsumption, embedded graphics hardware implementations have to exploit the limitations of the human visual
system which allows a reasonable amount of error to be
introduced in the computation process without introducing
noticeable artifacts in the final computer-generated image.
Following, in this paper arithmetic precision trade-offs
are explored in the context of an OpenGL[1]-compliant
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rasterization engine hardware implementation we developed, meant to be integrated in next-generation ARMbased system-on-chip designs. The hardware model of the
rasterization engine is specified in the SystemC language
[2] and it is simulated using GRAAL (GRaphics AcceLerator) Simulator [3], our power-aware hardware/software
co-simulation environment custom built for graphics hardware accelerator development for ARM-based system-onchip designs. Using this tool and modifications of the standard OpenGL graphical pipeline embedded in the hardware model, graphical output is provided for the visualization of the potential impact tweaking the algorithms or
the bit operand width precision may have on the resulted
image quality, as well as a quantitative estimation of the errors gathered in the process. As a result, we can show that
reducing the internal precision for certain operations and
applying a number of computational approximations on
commonly encountered and difficult arithmetic operators
in graphics, like division, pertaining especially to triangle
antialiasing, triangle setup, texture coordinates generation
and texture mapping, benefic effects can be achieved such
as area and power consumption reduction at the same performance level without compromising the image quality.
This paper presents a low-cost reciprocation hardware
algorithm suitable to be implemented in the datapath of
low-power, low-cost embedded 3D graphics accelerators.
In the example given in the paper for a 14-bit operand,
excerpted from the antialiasing datapath of an embedded
QVGA graphics hardware accelerator, the reciprocal implementation requires an inexpensive operand prescaler,
one 1k lookup table with 10-bit entries, and a 5-bit adder,
for a maximum relative error of the result of only 1.5%
over the entire range of the operand. Hardware synthesis
in a typical 0.18µm process technology has indicated that
the hardware implementation requires only 1600 standard
cells to achieve a latency of only one clock cycle for a
clock frequency of 250MHz.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
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overview of an SOC platform for embedded graphics applications is presented in Section II. The role of division by
reciprocation in certain sub-stages of the graphics pipeline
(rasterization stage) is briefly discussed in Section III. The
reciprocal hardware algorithm we propose for 3D graphics is presented in Section IV. The impact on the quality
of the rendered images using the proposed algorithm and
hardware synthesis results are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI draws the conclusions.
II. E MBEDDED 3D

GRAPHICS

A 3D graphics rendering system is organized conceptually as a number of stages chained in a pipelined fashion.
The conceptual stages of the graphics pipeline are the Application, the Geometry, and the Rasterizer Stage. They
are presented in Figure 1. An in-depth explanation of these
stages is beyond the scope of the paper and the reader is referred for more details to any computer graphics textbook,
e.g. [4].
Typically, a platform for embedded graphics applications looks like in Figure 2 and the mapping of the con-
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ceptual stages of the 3D graphics pipeline in the system
are described in the sequel. The graphics software application is running on the host processor of the system. The
software application corresponds to the conceptual Application Stage of the graphics pipeline. The software application is relying on a 3D graphics library (perceived
in the sense of a software interface to the graphics hardware [5]) like OpenGL or Direct3D to have its graphic
calls taken care further. This 3D graphics library executes usually the conceptual Geometry Stage on the host
processor. The code that implements the Geometry Stage
in the library can further make calls to the graphics hardware accelerator by means of a standardized, virtual interface, to ensure library portability. Between this virtual
interface and the graphics hardware accelerator (on which
the conceptual Rasterizer Stage is mapped) there is another piece of code executed on the host processor called
a device driver. This device driver performs the function
of a hardware abstraction layer and it translates the calls
through the virtual interface in actual memory-mapped or
programmable I/O instructions (seen from the host processor point of view) particular to the graphics hardware accelerator’s input and output register port mapping in the
system address space. Finally, the Rasterizer Stage is executed in hardware on the graphics hardware accelerator
(due to the computational explosion at this level) performing the following operations. Given the primitives (usually triangles) received from the host processor with transformed and projected vertices, colors, and texture coordinates computed for this vertices, the goal of the Rasterizer
Stage inside the graphics accelerator is to assign correct
colors to the pixels that will be stored in a memory called
the frame buffer, which is read periodically by the display
controller to form the image on the screen. This process is
called rasterization or scan conversion. During rasterization, the information needed for the screen pixels covered
by the primitive is interpolated from the data (depth, colors
and texture coordinates) associated with its projected vertices on the screen. In this way series of frame buffer addresses and values called fragments are produced for each
rasterized primitive. Each fragment so produced is fed to
the next functional stage depicted in Figure 1 that performs
operations on individual fragments before they finally alter the frame buffer. These operations include color alteration based on the textures assigned per primitive and
texture coordinates, fog blending, conditional updates into
the frame buffer based on incoming and previously stored
depth values z in the depth buffer or z-buffer, blending of
incoming fragment colors with stored colors, as well as
masking and other logical operations on fragment values.
Due to the sampling process involved by rasterization, a
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Fig. 3. Triangle representation using edge functions: a) The
edge is defined by a vector starting at the point A with the slope
∆y/∆x, b) The interior of the triangle is formed by the union
of the right sides of the oriented edges AB, BC, and CA.

chain of filtering operations followed by resampling may
be necessary on fragment values to alleviate the inherent
aliasing phenomenon (e.g., the staircasing effect of lines
drawn on a raster screen). Finally, the fragments that will
survive in the frame buffer, after all of the primitives have
been processed, will produce the final image. All the operations required by the Rasterizer Stage usually involves
only integer (fixed-point) arithmetic.
III. R ECIPROCAL OPERATIONS IN RASTERIZATION
The rasterization pipeline in 3D computer graphics requires several reciprocal computations along the way. Two
examples will be presented in the following. The enumeration is by no means exhaustive, for more in-depth information the reader being referred to [6].
A. Triangle antialiasing with prefiltering
One method of triangle rasterization is based on the algebraic representation of triangle’s edges. Given that a
triangle edge can be represented as a vector between its
respective vertices (one being the source and the other the
sink), it can be detected if the current rasterization position
(xM , yM ) in the screen space lies in one of the half-planes
delimited by the edge vector or exactly on the edge vector. The detection process involves the computation of the
cross-product of the edge vector with the vector formed by
the edge vector’s source and the current rasterization position (xM , yM ). This cross-product can be expressed for
any arbitrary pixel position (x, y) on the screen as an analytical function, called the edge function, in the unknowns
(x, y). When the edge function is evaluated at the current
rasterization position (xM , yM ), if the result of the evaluation is zero than the position (xM , yM ) lies exactly on
the edge, or, depending on the sign of the evaluation’s result, the position (xM , yM ) lies in one of the half-planes
delimited by the edge vector. The half-planes delimited
by the edge and their connection with the edge function
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value evaluated for points lying in the plane are presented
in Figure 3(a). Considering a triangle described by its oriented edge vectors, a position belongs to the interior of a
triangle if all its edge functions computed for that position have the same sign. Therefore, the values for the edge
functions are used as a stencil (depicted in Figure 3(b)) in
rasterization that allows a pixel to be modified only if it
is interior to the triangle. Additionally, if the edge function is properly normalized, its evaluation yields the distance from the edge vector to the pixel position (x, y) that
can be used in determining the coverage of the triangle’s
edge over the pixel position (x, y). This means that the
normalized edge function can be employed for both rasterization and antialiasing. Such a scheme was presented in
the Exact Area Sampling Algorithm (EASA) proposed by
Schilling [7] based on the Pineda’s effective edge function
formulation [8]. The normalized edge function formulation of EASA is as follows:
M ,yM )
dL1 (M ) = E(x
|∆x|+|∆y|
∆y
∆x
= (xM − xA ) · |∆x|+|∆y|
− (yM − yA ) · |∆x|+|∆y|
= (xM − xA ) · dex (α) − (yM − yA ) · dey (α)
(1)
It can be seen in Equation (1) that a reciprocal is required by dex (α) and dey (α) parameter computation.

B. Triangle setup
To rasterize a triangle, the exact values for the edge
functions, z, colors, and texture coordinates are computed
for a conveniently chosen pixel (x, y) on the screen and
also interpolation steps (gradients) along the x and y axes
are found for them. This stage is called the triangle setup
stage. Then, the values for the adjacent pixels can be computed by simple linear interpolators that require only one
addition per component per iteration. In the triangle setup
stage reciprocal computations are required. The expressions for the gradient setup used in the depth (z value)
linear interpolation during the rasterization of the triangle
with the vertices A, B, C are:
δz
δx
δz
δy

=
=

(∆yCA ·∆zAB −∆zCA ·∆yAB )
EAB (xC ,yC )
(∆zCA ·∆xAB −∆xCA ·∆zAB )
EAB (xC ,yC )

(2)

where EAB (xC , yC ) represents the expression E(xC , yC )
of Equation (1) for the oriented edge AB.
The reciprocal of the EAB (xC , yC ) expression is also
required by the texture coordinates setup [6].
IV. R ECIPROCAL ALGORITHM

FOR

3D

GRAPHICS

Division, being the most complex of the four basic arithmetic operations and the most difficult to speed
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where (1/X)approx represents the reciprocal computed in
hardware and (1/X) represents the true value of the reciprocal of a given value X, our experiments on a QVGA display have suggested that a relative error of maximum 5%
does not introduce visible artifacts in the generated image.
In the followings, to illustrate the different design tradeoffs in the design of the reciprocal we will work on the
example given in Subsection III-A. The screen coordinates x and y for a QVGA display (with a resolution of
320 × 240) will be represented as unsigned fixed-point
numbers in the format 9.4. The fractionary part of the coordinates is necessary to eliminate drop-outs and overlaps
in the rasterized image [13]. This means that the quantity
|∆x| + |∆y| will be represented as an unsigned fixed-point
number in format 10.4. Moreover, triangles will be culled
in the software driver if |∆x| + |∆y| < 2−4 imposing that
the reciprocal should be less than or equal to 24 . Also,
|∆x| + |∆y| ≤ (210 − 2−4 ) establishing the minimum
value of the reciprocal to approximative 2−10 .
To summarize, the objective is to compute the reciprocal
of an unsigned non-zero fixed-point number X represented
in a 10.4 format with a maximum relative error of only 5%.
In the following, three methods involving table lookup are
examined.
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up, has received a great deal of attention in the literature [9][10][11][12]. The more conventional approach
uses add/subtract and shift operations with the operation
count linearly proportional to the word size n. The second
approach relies on multiplication and the number of steps
performed is logarithmically proportional to n, but each
individual step is more complex.
In this section we will focus on reciprocal computation
(because in the rasterization pipeline many divisions have
a common denominator) thus transforming the division in
a multiplication of the numerator with the reciprocal of the
denominator. Even so, this division method is more expensive and slower than a multiplication. Therefore, instead of
providing datapath bit-exact arithmetic at a high expense
regarding cost, latency, and power-consumption, we will
try to reduce the cost of the reciprocal by exploiting the
limitations of the human visual system which allows a reasonable amount of error to be introduced in the computation process without introducing noticeable artifacts in the
final computer-generated image.
Defining the relative error rel (1/X) of the reciprocal
computation as:
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Fig. 4. Reciprocal relative error for Method 1 using reciprocal
truncation (TRN) or rounding (RND) in the lookup table.

A. Method 1
The first method presented implements the reciprocal
using direct table lookup. Employing the results of the
analysis performed in the beginning of the section, the reciprocal can be represented in fixed-point format with 5
bits for the integer part and 10 or more bits for the fractionary part. Choosing a minimal representation for the
fractionary part with 10 bits, the lookup table size required
is 16k (x is represented with 14 bits) entries of 15-bit each.
The content of the lookup table is presented in Table I.
The relative error of the reciprocal computation using this
method is depicted in Figure 4. The errors are significant,
being larger than 5%.
B. Method 2
The reciprocal relative error can be drastically reduced
if, instead of storing the reciprocal in fixed-point format,
it is stored in floating-point with a 1.6 fixed-point format
for the mantissa and 5 bits for the exponent in two’s complement. All the entries should be normalized in order for
their most significant bit in mantissa to be 1 thus eliminating one bit per entry. The content of the lookup table
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Fig. 5. Reciprocal relative error for Method 2 using reciprocal
floating-point representation truncation in the lookup table.

is presented in Table II. The relative error of the reciprocal computation using this method is depicted in Figure 5.
By using a floating-point representation in the lookup table, Method 2 is significantly more accurate than Method
1, the errors being within 1.5%. However, the lookup table
is large requiring 16k 11-bit entries and its size reduction
will be addressed in the next subsection.
C. Method 3
Due to its nonlinearity, the reciprocal computation can
be implemented using only a lookup table of 1k entries
and a little amount of additional logic by employing the
scheme depicted in Figure 6. The lookup table for reciprocal is presented in Table III and stores values only for the
reciprocal of positive integers that can be represented on
10 bits. Now all the exponents are non-positive numbers
and to save an extra bit per entry they can be inverted and
stored as unsigned numbers. To loose as little precision
as possible in the reciprocal computation the original 14bit denominator has to be prescaled by left shifts up to 4
bit positions whenever the most 4 significant bits contain
leading zeros. After shifting or even when no shifting is
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performed, the least four significant bits of the denominator are thrown away and the the surviving 10 bits in the
result are used as an index in the lookup table to fetch the
reciprocal. This is the role of the prescaling control logic
and shifter depicted in Figure 6. The number of shifts performed are recorded and sent to a small 5-bit two’s complement subtracter, also sketched in Figure 6, which compensates the inverted exponent fetched from the lookup table forming the true exponent of the reciprocal. Using this
algorithm, the reciprocal of small numbers is performed
with the accuracy given by the lookup table and for large
numbers some or all of their 4 bits of fractionary part are
ignored during computation leading to an insignificant additional error. The relative error of the reciprocal computation using this method over the entire range of possible
14-bit values of the denominator is depicted in Figure 7.
Comparing Figures 7 and 5, it can be seen that the relative error for Method 3 is almost the same with the relative
error given by Method 2 with the notable difference that
Method 3 uses a 1k 10-bit entry lookup table instead of
a 16k 11-bit entry lookup table. The overhead in cost introduced by the additional logic required by Method 3 is
totally insignificant when compared with the size of the
1k-entry lookup table. Thus, Method 3 offers a low-cost
hardware algorithm for reciprocation suitable to embedded
3D graphics.
V. R ESULTS
To assess the effectiveness of Method 3 presented in
Subsection IV-C compared to Method 1 described in Subsection IV-A for reciprocal computation in 3D graphics,
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Fig. 7. Reciprocal relative error for Method 3.

we have modeled in SystemC RTL the reciprocation hardware. The hardware model was employed in the datapath
of our OpenGL 1.2 compliant 3D graphics hardware accelerator SystemC model for an ARM based SOC platform.
The graphics hardware accelerator supports the following
3D OpenGL rasterization functionality:
• Triangle rasterization:
flat- and Gouraud-shaded
with/without antialiasing with all the options controlling
rasterization;
• Texturing with only RGBA8 internal texture format, texture fetching on demand;
• Per-fragment operations: scissor test, alpha test, stencil
and depth buffer test, blending, logical operation;
• Whole frame buffer operations: fine control of buffer
updates, clearing the buffers;
• State management: all the state management for previously mentioned functionality respecting all the invariance
rules imposed by the OpenGL 1.2 specification;
The other primitives supported by OpenGL (points, lines,
polygons with more than three vertices) are processed by
the software driver and presented to the graphics hardware
accelerator as a combination of triangles.
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Referring to the internal organization, the graphics accelerator adopts a tile-based rasterization approach. The
tile size chosen for this particular implementation was set
at 32 × 16 pixels which implies that all the internal buffers
(color buffer, depth buffer, stencil buffer) composing the
tile frame buffer have this size. The display size resolution was set at 320 × 240 pixels (a quarter VGA), meaning
that the display can be conceptually divided into 10 × 15
tiles. The graphics accelerator has only one pixel processing pipeline. The fixed-point formats utilized at the interface with the internal datapath are all unsigned. The screen
coordinates (X, Y) are represented on 9.4 bits, the color
components (R,G,B,A) on 0.8 bits, the depth component
(Z) on 0.24 bits, and the stencil component on 8.0 bits.
The “aapoly” OpenGL application from [5] was executed on our virtual SOC platform. The resultant image
is presented in Figure 8. It can be seen that the reciprocal employing Method 1 leads to noticeable artifacts in the
image, whereas the reciprocal using Method 3 does not introduce artifacts in the image.
The results of the hardware synthesis on the reciprocal SystemC RTL model using the algorithm outlined in
Method 3 are presented in Table IV.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a low-cost reciprocation hardware
algorithm suitable to be implemented in the datapath of
low-power, low-cost embedded 3D graphics accelerators.
The algorithm exploits the limitations of the human visual
system that allows a resonable amount of error to be introduced in the computation process without inducing noticeable artifacts in the final computer-generated image. In the
example given in the paper, excerpted from the antialiasing datapath of an embedded QVGA graphics hardware
accelerator, for a 14-bit operand, the reciprocal implementation requires an inexpensive operand prescaler, one 1k
lookup table with 10-bit entries, and a 5-bit adder, for a
maximum relative error of the result of only 1.5% over the
entire range of the operand. Hardware synthesis in a typical 0.18µm process technology has indicated that the hardware implementation requires only 1600 standard cells to
achieve a latency of only one clock cycle for a clock fre-

Fig. 8. A blowup on the image generated by “aapoly” OpenGL application — Left image: reciprocal computation using Method 1
produces noticeable artifacts; Right image: no artifacts produced when employing reciprocal computation according to Method 3.

quency of 250MHz.
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